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Afterword: Using Comparative Methods in 
Studies of Human History 

,JARED DIAMOND AND 

JAMES A. ROBINSON 

All natural experiments challenge scholars with cer

tai n recurrent types of methodological problems. I Si milar challenges 

also present themselves, to varying degrees, in manipulative iabora

experiments and in the physical and biological sciences, For in

stance, no two human systems differ solely with respect to the 

variable whose effects interest the scholar. Instead, there ,Ire inevita

bly other differences, which may also contribute to or dominate the 

outcOll1e that one is measuring, No magic bullet or jl:)fIllula has been 

discovered for solving these and other challenges raised 

just as no formula has been devised for 

involved in writing narrative history or in doing 

lativc However, we can offer some suggestions, At min 

imul11, it will to be alert to these problems, and to learn from 

ot her scboia rs who have wrestled with thelll, as illustrated by the 

authors of the of this book. 

Let us start with a dnssification of natural experiments, One call 

think of them as involving differences either in perturbations or in 

initial conditions, Of course, this distinction is oversi mpli lied, for rea

sons that we shall discuss below, 'Ihe table on pages 25R'''259 lists the 

main difi'erences of each type operating in the eidlt studies of this 

book. 

In 	one type of natural experiment, different outcomes result 

from variation in the perturbation; the differences in the 

I I·ft~<""""'" II $I e; ", .,= .fIWI.'I.~ 



The eight case studies of this book 

(3) 

(1) (2) Number of (4) (5) (6) 

Chapter Subject cases compared Initial conditions Perturbation Outcome examined 

Polynesian 3 Is/ands with Sociopolitical and 
cultural settlement economic 
evolution environlllents different complexity 

durations of 
settlement) 

2 Frontier -; Different frontier of boom, bust, 
societies 	 temperate settlement (from and export rescue 

non-European different sources 
lands at different 

times) 

3 New World 3 Different political Need for banks Form of banking 
banking institutions, system 
systems wealth, and 

Income 

distributions 

4a Hispaniola 2 Two halves of the French \'5. Wealth, export 
same island CO/Oil iZLl tioll economy. forest 
(different (+ different cover, a nd erosion 
ra1l1falls, slopes, dictators) 
and soils) 

4b Pacific 81 Islands with Human settlement Deforestation 
islands physical (+ ditferent (010

enl'ironments 	 nizing peoples 
and durations 
of settlement) 

I 
• 	 Africa's slave 52 Different parts of Slave trade present Current income 

trades 	 Africa (+ differ or absellt (+ 4 

ent physical different slave 
environments, trades) 

resources, 

religions, 

precolonial 

development, 


powers, and 


6 PublIc goods 233 Different parts of 3 differel1t cO/0l1i111 Schools, 
in India India (+ different land tenure and roads (+ Iit

pre-colonial s}.'stcnlS era.:y, electoral 
competition, and 

producth"ity, outcome) 
and 

population 
composition) 

Etfects of 29 Different parts of 3 differelIt courses Crb,:lI1ization, as a 
the French o(Sapoicol1ic measure of eco
Revolu (-'- difFerent itl\'ilSion nomic 
tion 

rates oi urban
ization) 

Sot<': 1h[; cable d'Jracterlz.;, the eight Cd'" ,tuaies presented III this book, Column J ghes the number of (aSeS (ompdred in 
number oibIJna" countries. or distrids compared). Column 6 the outcome to be explained III each ,tml\. 1tc11kilea 

item, in (olumns.f dnd 5 either the different initial (onditions allferent island enyironments. ditferent politk'al 
.fb) or dllferenl perturbations or presence or a perturbation le.g .. ,laye traae or ',"apoleon:( (<"hlue;' 


present or Ch,lpters .fa. 3. 6. :-Imainh' res.'onsible fl'r thl'''? ditferent outC\)ll1e,. Items 111 parenthe.,es in column,.f ,1:1,1.' 

potential explanaton' factor;; that prm'ea not important or lt'ss important ttlr those OUtC0I116. Set' text t~")r jiscll'sion. 
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Afterword 262 

wealth of nineteenth-century Brazil, and the United States 

for purposes of understanding their systems' Those dif

ferences constituted initial conditions insofar as they alreadY ex

isted before any of those count ries had chartered ba nks, but insti 

tutions and wealth changed the n i neteenth centl! ry, and the 

banking systems may have been contributillg causes as weil as out

comes of the differences in wealth. 

We have chosen, t()f illustrative reasons, to focu~ Oil case stud 

ies in which different outcomes can be attributed 1l1ainly either to 

differences in perturbations or to differences in initial conditions. 

However, one can also compare cases diH(.'ring simultancously in 

perturbations and in initial conditions, and the importance and 

interest of those cases may make the comparison profitablc de-

the added romplication of having to consider both types of 

differences. 

A inevitably in any study that COI11

pares perlurt)('(l societies or sites with nonperturbed ones concerns 

the perturbers' "selection" of which particular sites to perturb. In a 

laboratory experiment comparing so-called experimental and COI1~ 

trol test tubes [hat are identical tilr some perturbation ettc:cted 

the experimenter (e.g., adding olle chemic,lI to some but not other 

test tubes), the seleclion of experimental and cOlltroltuhl's can in 

deed be made completely random with to the experimenter's 

decisions. ~or example, the experimental-versus-control status of 

each test tube can be determined by /lipping a coin or by lIsing a 

random number generator. However, important historical decisions 

arc rarely made by flipping coins: Napoleon did have his reasons for 

certain German pri ncipalities but not others (Chapter 7), 

as slave traders had their own reasons for buying slaves from 

certain parts of Africa but not others (Chapter 5). 'I hus, the practical 

question that the comparative historian must always ask is: were the 

perturbed sites selected f()r reasons irrelevant to the outcome studied 

(i.e., "random" with the resptr~t to that outcome)? Or were the per-
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turbed sites selected on the basis of differences in initial conditiolls 

material to the outcome? 

All of our case studies comparing perturbed to nonperturbed 

sites, or comparing sites exposed to different types of perturbations, 

explicitly address this questioll and amass evidence showing that 

the grounds on which human historical actors selected particular 

sites for particular perturbations (or for lack of perturbations) do 
not explain the particular types of outcome studied. For instance, 

the ,1Halysis of Chapter 7 shows that areas of Germany invaded 

French Revolutionary armies between 1792 and 1815 became more 

urbanized after 1860, but that is not because Napoleon preferred to 

invade already urbanized areas or because he presciently invaded 

areas likely to become more urbanized fifty years later. Instead, he 

chose his targets for contemporary military or dynastic or geopo

litical reasons. Ilis targets were actually on the average less urban

ized at the time of his invasions than were the German areas that he 

spared. Similarly, British colonial administrators variously 

three difkrent land revenue systems in a geographic patchwork 

across India, and the analysis of Chapter 6 shows that one of those 

three types of patches (the patches with so-called landlord tenure 

ended up more developed today by variolls indices. How

ever, t he type of revenue system imposed on each patch depended 

Oil either the colonial ideology that happened to be prevailing in 

Britain at the lime that Britain annexed that particular patch, or 

else on the preference of the particular colonial administrator in 

power at that time, rather than on the contemporary development 

or other features of that patch relevant to developmellt. This COll

cern about patch selection should never be lightly dismissed. In-

it must always be carefully evaluated in comparative stud

ies in which perturbation is a variable-as opposed to studies ill 

which all patches are more or less unif()f(l1ly perturbed (e.g., 

Polynesian settlement) but diller in initial conditions. Indeed, 

Chapters 5, 6, and 7 all use statistical techniques, especially instru

mental variables regression, to investigate directly whether or not 

,.- : ..
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the perturbation is to problems of selection relevant to the 

outcome studied. 

would be fortunate if dfec 

tive perturbations were tl)llowed promptly by their outcomes. In ac

tuality, the outcome may be delayed by decades or even by centuries 

(e.g., if the perturbation alters societal or political institutions but 

those altered institutions do not produce the outcome under 

until other changes accumulate). 
For instance, western Hispaniola (Haiti) is today f~H poorer than 

eastern Hispaniola (the Dominican Republic), largely because of 
consequences of their different colonial histories (Chapter 4): hance's 

colonization of the west ending ill 1804 and Spain's colonization of 
the east ending initially in 1821. However, those different histories 

resulted in ex-French Haiti being much riclier than the ex-Spanish 

Dominican Republic at that time of independence, and it took a cen

tury or more for the slowly developing consequences of those differ

ent colonial histories to result in the Dominican 

and then t~lr olltstripping Haiti economically. 
Again, the new institutions established in French-conquered ar

eas of Germany before 1814 did not by themselves make those areas 

more urbanized and economically developed. lnstead, the new insti

tutions were more conducive to the industrial Revolution (which is 

what brought urbanization and economic development) than were 

the old institutions swept away in conquered arcas by Napoleon, but 

the Industrial Revolution did not begin to payoff in Germany until 

several decades after 
de-Yet another 

bate about why 
technology, economic developmcnt, living standards, and power." 

By many indicators, Europe began to pull ahead of China only in the 

1700S and especially in the 1800s. llence some authors seek explana

tions in causes emerging within those centuries themselves, such as 

Europe's Industrial Revolution and the trans-Atlantic trade. How-

Historians 
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ever, other authors see the fundamental causes I1lllch earlier, in me 

dieval Europe's institutional development and agriculture or ill much 

older European and Chinese geographic flctors, which resulted in 

technological and economic growth only when industrialization and 

trade were added many ccnturies later. Such phenomena ---which 

may he represented as "A + R together C<luse C, hut only whcn Bar 

to understand history as they are for 

rives long after A"-are as. fc)r historians seeking 

and 

seeking to understand individual human lives. 

A ubiquitous concern in naturalexperimellts is whether the differ

ent outcomes observed really were due to the particular types of dif 

ferences in perturbation or initial conditions noted by the 

menter," or whether they were instead due to some other difference. 

'Ihis risk of misinterprl'lation arises even in controlled laboratory 

experiments. A fa molts example was the discovery of the Josephson 

until Brian Josephson realized that a 

to be f~1r more sensitiw than had 

realized. But this risk of misintemretatioll due to 

of interest is much 

Elfect in nhvsics: laboratory measurel11ents of superconductivity ini

re differences, to 

variahles other than those in 

natural experiments, where one's variables are uncontrolled. 

'Iht.' natural experimenter should at least attempt to minimize 

the dft.'cts of individual variables other than those of interest, by 

choosing f()r comparison systems that <Ire as similar as possible in 

other respects. For instance, in Chapter 7 of this volume, Acelllogiu 

ct a1. restrict their comparisons of areas of Europe conquered or not 

by Napoleon to German areas, in order to reduce cultural 

variation ext raneotls to the purpose of their study. However, in other 

related studies not presented in this book, Acemoglu et al. relaxed 

that restriction, examined non-German areas as well, and reached 

similar conclusions about Napoleon's eliects. Kirch (Chapter I) re

stricts his comparisons of Pacific island socioDolitical and economic 

_ """'....~4't+..4(,.t ••a * a '* 4.'''41\,...." :w.~~,,,,,,,-:,,,,,,, 
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complexity to islands colonized by Polynesians. However, in 

4 Diamond relaxes this constraint by comparing Pacific islands colo

nized by Micronesians and Melanesians as well as by Polynesians, in 

order to examine an outcome variable (deforestation) that is ex

pected to be less sensitive to differences among colon izing peoples 

than is the outcome of sociopolitical and economic complexity stud

ied by Kirch. Diamond compares the two halves of the Caribbean 

island of Hispaniola differing in colonial history, and he notes that it 

would be interesting to extend the comparison to the three other 

large Caribbean islands of Cuba, Jamaica, and Puerto Rico, at the 

cost of adding the complication of inter-island variation. Haber 

(Chapter 3) intentionally restricts his comparison of the develop

ment of ban king systems after about A.D. 1800 to three New World 

countries (the United States, Brazil, and Mexico) and excludes Euro

pean countries because all three of those New World countries he 


gan their independent existence without 


torrner colonial governments had not . 


banks). Inclusion of European countries in the comparison would 


have introduced the complication of having to controll!)r djfferences 


in bank development that already existed by 1800. 

Another ubiquitous concern in natural experiments arises explicitly 

whenever one enmlovs statistical tools for comparisons (though the 

one makes narrative 

Does a statistical correlation bv itself del11~ 

onstrate a cause or a mechanism? 

No, of course it doesn't: at least three further steps arc 

to demonstrate a cause or mechanism, and all three steps are the 

subjects of large methodological literatures. First, there is the prob

lem of reverse causality: if A and B are correlated, perhaps A didn't 

cause B, as one assumed; perhaps, instead, B caused A. Frequently, 

one can approach this problem by examining time relations: in the 

simplest case, did A change before B, or vice versa? A statistical tech

nique called Granger causality is often used to unravel the direction 
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ofcause and effect. More sophisticated tech niques.1 rc a 1st) eillpl()}'ed. 

For instance, a recent studyl identities which brain regions stilllllLlk 

which other brain when humans shilt from relaxed to 

and it does so by examining how phase differences between 

dent and dependent variables change with the fretluencv of their 

Huct ua t io ns. 

Second, one must consider what is termed the omilled )'ariable 
hias: the perturbing variable identified by the "experiment" may ac

be part of a linked package of changes, within which some 

variable other than the one identified by the experimenter may really 

have been what caused the difference in outcomes. Clhis is essen

tially the concern that natural experimenters attempt to minimize, 

though without the possibility of complete success, as we described 

three paragraphs above.) Both Banerjee and Iyer in their study of 

the effects of the British colonial revenue system in India 

6), and Acemoglu et <II. in their study of the clTecls of Napoleonic 

(Chapter wrestled with this problem. Among the many 

that statisticians use to address this problem, ,111 often

that is, explicitly test 

apparent variable 

out when these other variables arc taken into account. 

'Ihird, even if one has obtained convincing evidence that A 

causes B, further evitknce is often required to establish the mecha

nism by which A causes B. For instance, human colonization of 

, fragile Pacilic islands is correlated with deforestation 

human arrival, and it certainly is the case that human 

colonization somehow caused det(lrestatiol1 rather than that subse

deforestation GlllSed earlier human colonization. However, 

that observation by itself doesn't identify the mechanism by which 

human colonization resuited in deforestation. It could have involved 

direct actions by humalls (such as people burning forests, chopping 

down trees, or using wood for fuel), or various indirect clfects of 

humans (such as rats introduced bv humans eating or gnawing on 

.~..----------------
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seeds of trees) Additional information that can help distinguish 

among these mechanisms includes archaeological and paleobotani

cal evidence of tree stumps with axe cuts, charcoal of identifiable 

tree species found in hearths, and nuts with gnaw marks left by rats' 

teeth. 

In statistical analyses just as in narrative, noncomparative, l1onquan

titative historical studies, one has to negotiate a middle ground be

t ween overly simplistic and overly complex explanations. On the one 

hand, one might be concerned that statistical analysis would lead to 

ovcrsimpl i fled ex pia nat ions, i I' one stopped looki ng I()r fu rt her ex

planatory f~1CtorS after identifying the lirst couple of explanatory f~lc

tors. In fact, statisticians attempt to add more independent variables 

to a multiple regression analysis, and they carry out residual analyses, 

in order to detect even more explanatory factors than emerged dur

ing the first stage of the analysis. Conversely, one may be suspicious 

about unnecessarily complex explanations, as expressed in the often

cited dismissive remark, ',(iive me two variables, and I will draw you 

an elephant; give me a third variable, and I will make him wave his 

trunk." In 1~lct, statisticians routinely employ tests, such as the so

called F-test, in order to ascertain whether each additional variable 

tested really does add signilicant explanatory power beyond the 

power that one expects just from adding any randomly selected fur

ther variable. 

In general, the more numerous are the potentially relevant inde

pendent variables, the more cases must be compared to test f()r elfects 

of those variables. Conversely, the more cases that one has available 

f()r analysis, the greater the number of explanatory factors that can be 

tested. I n this hook the second largest scale comparison is Rolett's 

and Diamond's comparison of eighty-one Pacilic islands or island 

sites in Chapter 4, examined f()r the outcome of dd()restation. 'Ihat 

large database made it possible to estahlish the existence of statisti

cally significant and mechanistically understandable elleClS of nine 

independent variables: island rainfall, temperature, age, wind-borne 
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ash, wind-borne dust, makatea terrain, area, elevation, and i~(llatlon, 

Some of those ettects were suggested to Rolett and Dia mond hI' lol

leagues in the course of the study; the possible importancc of thcsc 

ettects had not even occurred to Rolett and Diamond at the outset. 

With so many factors attecting deforestation, it would have been ut

terly impossible to evaluate them without a large database and with

out the use of statistics. Initially, Rolett and Diamond guessed-from 

their personal familiarity with two cases, the wet, warm, lightly de

I()rested Marquesas Archipelago and the dry, cool, heavily def()rested 

Easter Island-that rainfall and temperature would prove significant. 

While their full analysis did indeed confirm their hunch about the 

significance of rainlall and temperature, in retrospect that guess could 

not have been accepted based only on their initial narrative com

parison of only two cases-because the Marquesas and Easter dilier 

in other important respects as well. 

But it is not true that a sufficiently large database will enable one 

to detect an eliect of almost anything. For instance, Rolett and Dia

moml initially suspected that dd(xestation might also depend on 

variation in four agricultural practices: wet-field cultivation, dry

lield cultivation, breadfruit arboriculture, and Tahitian chestnut and 

canariul11 arboriculture. But alter expending two years of eli-ort to 

tabulate the extent of each of these four practices on the eighty-one 

islands, Rolett and Diamond found no support for that initial hunch: 

none of these four agricultural practices had a statistically signifi

cant relationship to dd()restation. 

Social scientists have the misfortune of having to study fuzzier con

cepts than those studied by molecular biologists, physicists, chem

ists, and astronomers.lhe latter types ofscholars aim to explain things 

that are easily defined, easily measured quantitatively, and often in

tuitively obvious---such as velocity, mass, chemical reaction rate, and 

luminosity. But we social scientists are interested in human happi

ness, motivation, success, stability, prosperity, and economic devel

opment. How does one build a meter to measure happiness? Human 

•._ .w. _._. 
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is less defined and harder to measure than 

denum's atomic but it is also more to understand 

and 

Much of the praet ieal difficulty in social science research resides 

in "operationalizing" fuzzy, hard-to-measure, but important concepts 

such as happiness. 'Ihe scholar's task is to identify something that can 

be measured, and that can be shown to reflect or capture much oflhe 

essence of the ambiguous concept. For instance, historians interested 

in economic development today, at the touch of a 

can download vast, accurate databases of national incomes. But Ace

moglu et £II. (Chapter 7) want to understand whether NaDoleon was 

or bad for economic lVi1<lnl)n1/:.ni in Eu

rope, at a time when incomes were not yet being measured and tabu

lated. What should they do? 'Ihey resorted to "operationalizing" the 

concept of economic development-that is, finding a proxy 

quantity which reflects economic development but a quantity for 

which data were already available in the early nineteenth century. A 

suitable proxy proves to be urbanization: specifically, the proportion 

of a region's population living in urban areas each containing 5,000 

or more people. A fter searching for a proxy, economic historians have 

found this measure of urbanization useful because, 

with 

network-that is. areas of "eco

of supporting urban popu-have been 

lations. Mathematicians and physical scientists who have never tried 

to measure something as important as urbanization or happiness of

ten sneer at the ettiJrts of social scientists to operationalize these con

cepts, and they quote examples of operationalizing pulled out of con

text in order to justify their scorn.4 

What abollt the importance of quantitative data and measurements 

in historical studies?" In science in the role 

has been both overestimated and underestimated. As regards over

is so routinely essential in physics that 
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physicists have mistakenly assumed quantililatioll to be eS~l'lltial to 

all of science. 'Ihe great physicist Lord Kelvin wrote, "When you can 

measure what YOLI are speaking about, and express it in numbers, 

you know something about it; but when you cannot measure it, 

when you cannot express it in numbers, your knowledge is of a mea

ger and unsatisfactory kind: it may be the beginninl! of 

but you have scarcely, in your 

cncc." In advance 

in Darwin's book 011 the But while there 

are still some areas of sciences such as ethology and cultural anthro

in which one often begll1s by qualitative description, even in 

those areas it has become routine to go on to cOllnt a phenomenon's 

frequency or to describe it numerically. Insot:H as possible, it helps to 

express in numbers the magnitude of effects and putative C,lUses. 

Not only does that then permit numerical analyses, but it also t(m.:es 

a scholar to gather data more rigorously, and it furnishes 

measures that other scholars can check for themselves. 

However, when scholars cannot express their dlCcts and causes 

in numbers, they can still do many analyses merely by crudely rank

dfect or cause magnitudes as weak, medium, or strong. t:or in 

stance, although Rolett and Diamond (Chapter 4) were unable to put 

a number on Pacific island dcf()restation, they could still rank it on a 

qualitative five-point scale as negligible, mild, serious. very serious, 

or complete, and that enabled them to recognize the dfects of nille 

influences or independent variables. Scholars ill many other disci

plines besides human history have to deal with llonnUl1lerical vari 

ables, and many statistical tests developed to help those scholars will 

be useful to historians as well. 

Whether one is able to express effects and causes in numbers or 

can onlv rank them crudely from weak to strong, Olle should try to 

relations statistically. Such an assessment can not 

to protect one against the real risk that one's impressions 

about the main conclusions might prove to be wrong, but can also 

reveal other conclusions that one had not even suspected (as when 

.9~.-------------------
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Rolen and Diamond were surprised to discover of island age, 

volcanic ash, and wind-borne Central Asian dust on Pacific island 

deforestation). 

Every field of scholarship, not just human history, experiences tension 

between narrowly focused case studies and broader syntheses or gen

eralizations. Practitioners of the case study method tend to decry syn

theses as sUDerficiaL coarse-grained, and absurdly oversimplified; 

tend to decry t he case stud ies as merely de

power, and unahle to illuminalc any

thing except one particular case study. Eventually, scholars in mature 

fields come to realize that scholarly understanding requires both ap

proaches. Without reliable case studies, generalists have nothing to 

synthesize; without sound syntheses, specialists lack a framework 

within which to place their case studies .. lilliS, comparative history 

poses no threat to t he more {iulliliar approach of historical case stud

ies, hut on the contrary oflers a means to enrich that approach. 

'Ihe tension between case studies and syntheses. or between de 

scription and thcoretical explanation, has unfolded dilferelltly in 

different fields of scholarship. '[his tension is minimal in physics and 

where theoreticians and experimentalists now take it for 

granted that each needs the other. and where it is now routine to 

place narrow case studies within a larger framework. Among schol

arly fields that usc natural experiments rather than manipulative 

experiments, there has been recent tension between the two ap 
especially in cultural anthropology and field biology. Cul

tural anthropologists used to view each human culture as unique 

and therefore resisted generalization. But today virtually every an

thropologist publishing the results of a multiyear study of some par

ticular tribe will begin the publication with a section developing 

some general theoretical perspective and placing that tribe along a 

of cultural variation. 

[n the field of ecology, tension bet ween case studies and 

ization became acute in the 1960s and 19705, with the development of 
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many new theoretical generalizations and mathemat icall1lodds. 'I hat 

development gave rise to nearly twenty years of hitter disputes. On 

the one side were the traditional field biologists who had devoted 

their lives to long-term studies of one animal or plant sllch as 

the Philippine Striped Tit-Babbler. Attempts to compare, 

orize, and generalize were derided with labels such as 

"oversimplified," and "generalizations based on caricatures without 

the rich detail of my study of Philippine Striped Tit-Babblers." 'I hese 

scholars warned other scientists that progress could (ome only 

equally richly textured, carefullv nuanced studies of other 

bird species. On the other side, theorizing 

"You can't hope to understand even just the 

Babbler, without understanding how and why it became similar to 

and different from other tit-babblers and other bird 

Within ecology, today, the polar approaches of case studies and 

coexist more comi()rtably," Most ecologists now recog

nize that their discipline is developing a general framework that ap
plies to species as diverse as bacteria. dandelions, and woodpeckers-

a framework that allows ,\n lInderstanding of differences within the 

and animal kingdoms. It is no longer enough to describe how 

one bird does this, while another bird does that. One after another, 

the leading bird journals, although still publishing accounts of indi 

vidual bird species, have come to require that each study he 

within a larger framework. 

Setting individual explanations within a larger explanatory 

framework is a hallmark of science. ror example, Darwin noticed 

t hat the mocki nghirds of the Calapagos Islands were rdated to South 

American mockingbirds, but he also noticed that other 

species as well have their closest rdatives in South America, Such 

ohservations stimulated Darwin and Wallace to set those facts into a 

framework of biogeographic ion, which combined 

dispersal. evolution, and or movements of land 

masses. Chemists the molybdenum atom don't it as 

a unique phenomenon but lIt its properties into an explanatory 

I"t-"'Ii?'• ~i2!!" 15!&! i a " "'2" .. 
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framework based on the periodic table, atomic theory, and 

mechanics. 

'lhe case studies of this book support two overall conclusions 

about the sludy of human history, Hrs!. historical 

nol providing all tt 

thM cannot he extracted from a single case study alone. For instance, 

to understand laic nineteenth~century France with

out examinin2. whv it differed from late nineteenth-century 

France. Second, insol;\r as is possible, when 


one may be able to strengthen that condu~ 


sion 4llantitative evidence (or at least ranking olle's out


and tht'll by testing tht' conclusion's validity 


Some speci;dist historians would respond with an implicit ob

ject ion, wh ich is someti mes but not a Iways expressed openly, and 

wh ich we ment ioned in t he prologue. An exa mple of this objection 

could be phrased as follows: "] have devoted forty years of my profcs 

sionallife to studying the American Civil War, and I still don't 

understand it. How could I dare to discuss civil wars in or 

even just 10 compare the American Civil War with the 

War, to which I have not devoled l()rty years of 

yel, isn't it outrageous that some scholar or the 

dares to trespass on my lurf and to say something about the Anwri

can Civil War?" Yes, if you study an event It)r a long time, that does 

ofadvantal!e. But you gain a diHcrentlVDe orad 
a fresh look at an event, and 

thai you have gained by studying other 

events. We lhat this book will otter llseful guidelines to his\ori 

ans and social scientists desiring to exploit that advantage, 
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